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2the beliefs, goals and intentions of the agents [21℄. Two important issues arise inthe ontext of exeution of agent programs:1. How does the mental state of an agent get revised when a new input arrives?2. How does one reason about the mental state of an agent assuming that ithas a �nite base of beliefs, goals and intentions, even though their logialonsequenes may be in�nite?The two issues are losely linked sine it is neessary to be able to reason aboutthe mental state to ensure that its revision does not reate any logial inonsis-teny. We will disuss these issues in this paper.Assume 	i is the mental state of agent i. Alhourron et.al. in [1℄ have pro-posed some postulates for belief expansion, ontration and revision whih arewell known as AGM postulates. The idea is to satisfy the AGM postulates whena new belief � is observed and intended to be added to the belief state of theagent. For example one of the important issues in the revision is the onsistenyissue, i.e. if 	i is onsistent before addition of �, then it should remain onsistentafter the addition also. This may result in the removal of some of the existing for-mulas from 	i whih ontradit �. There are di�erent ways of de�ning funtionsfor expansion, ontration and revision whih satisfy AGM postulates (perhapsnot all) in the belief sets1. We are not going to de�ne these methods in detail.We assume eah agent has a belief base and a goal base onsisting of a set offormulas. The struture of the formulas will be disussed in setion 3. Althoughnot ommon, we assume AGM postulates should hold for the goal base too. Theonsisteny of the set of formulas is heked using the resolution method whihwill be disussed later. For the sake of ompleteness we de�ne a simple proedureof revision (using expansion and ontration aording to Levi [16℄).Funtion Revise(S, �) S is belief or goal base and � is a new formula.S= S [ f�g; expansionreturn (Contration(S)); ontration of :�End Revise.Funtion Contration(S)S0 = S; i=0;while (Si j= false) doFind minimum Fi � Si s.t. Fi j= false;gi = (Fi) ; gi is one of the formulas of FiSi+1 = Si � fgig; remove gi from Sii = i+ 1;end while;return Si;End Contration.1 A belief set is losed under logial onsequene and so it is in�nite but belief base isnot losed under logial onsequene and so it is �nite



3where  is a funtion to selet a formula from Fi (aording to some rite-ria). In the funtion Contration, Fi is one of the minimal subsets of Si whihimplies false. To �nd Fi we start from the rule whih has implied false andby baktraking the route whih has resulted in false, we may �nd the subsetof formulas whih have implied it. If there are more subsets of formulas whihimply false, they will be found in the next iterations.Our ontration funtion is similar to kernel base ontration method. It hasbeen shown in the literature [13℄ that kernel base ontration method satis�esthe postulates of AGM (exept reovery postulate for ontration2).2 Beliefs and GoalsIn this framework we onsider n agents eah of whih has a belief base and agoal base for representing his mental state. We assume the modal operators Band G whih stand for belief and goal respetively, satisfy the axioms of KD45and KD.A ruial question is that how we an orporate the intention modality insuh a framework sine intentions are also an important part of any agent'smental state. Various authors [5, 20, 14℄ have given sound reasons that intentionshould be treated as non-normal modal operator. Therefor we assume intention isa derived operator in the spirit of [5℄, whih may be de�ned as Ii� � Gi�^Bi:�.Suppose Ag = f1; : : : ; ng is a set of agents, and Bi and Gi (Belief and Goalrespetively) for any i 2 Ag, are alled the mental attitudes for agent i. LetO = fB;Gg be a set of symbols. Let V be the set (O � Ag)� , i.e., the set of�nite strings of the form o1i1 : : : onin with ok 2 O and ik 2 Ag. We all any v 2V, a view. Intuitively, eah view in V represents a possible nesting of mentalattitudes. We may imagine the information store as a olletion of n trees, suhthat the tree rooted at Agi onsists of the information of agent i. Figure 1 showsa shemati information store of the multi-agent system and partiularly thatof agent i. Considering this struture, we assume any agent has a set of beliefsalled the belief base and a set of goals alled the goal base. We assumebeliefs of an agent should be onsistent. We also suppose the goals of an agentare onsistent (set of goals is a subset of desires whih are themselves onsistent).These two sets are represented by 	Bi and 	Gi respetively. Eah of these sets,ontains formulas of a multi-modal logi alled BGn, whih will be disussedbelow. Eah formula of BGn will be transformed to lauses, and lauses will bestored in di�erent nodes (or views) of the tree. Then for reasoning about thesystem we use resolution inside any view or between two adjaent views.The remaining part of this paper is organized as follows. In setion 3 we de�nethe syntax and semantis of the logi BGn. Setion 4 disusses the normal formNFBG and the transformation of BGn formulas to NFBG lauses with a smallexample. Setion 5 de�nes the resolution rules. Then we prove the soundness2 If we want to remove p _ q then we must remove p and q onsequently, but afterre-addition of p _ q it will imply neither p nor q.
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Fig. 1. Information store as a tree, with nodes representing views.and ompleteness of the resolution system in setion 6 and �nally setion 7 isthe onlusion.3 Syntax and Semantis of BGnAs we said, any agent has two sets of BGn formulas representing its beliefs,and goals. Formulas of BGn are onstruted from a set P = fp; q; r; :::g ofatomi propositions, and the onstants true and false. The language ontainsthe standard propositional onnetives :; ^; _, and unary modal onnetivesBi and Gi (i 2 Ag). Formally the set WFFBG of well-formed formulas of BGn,is de�ned as the smallest set suh that{ any element of P is in WFFBG;{ true and false are in WFFBG;{ if F and G are in WFFBG then so are:F ; F _G ;F ^G ;BiF ;GiF where i 2 Ag.We use another binary operator F ) G whih is an abbreviation of :F _G. Wede�ne some partiular lasses of formulas that will be useful later.De�nition 1. A literal l is either p or :p where p 2 P . A simple modalliteral is either Oil, or :Oil, where l is a literal, i 2 Ag and O 2 fB;Gg. Amodal literal is a literal l or its negation :l and if F is a modal literal thenOiF and :OiF also are modal literals, where O 2 fB;Gg.De�nition 2. A Model M is a struture M = hS;L; S0; B1; :::; Bn; G1; :::; Gni,where S is a set of states ranged over by s and t and fg 6= S0 � S is a set of initialstates. L is a state labeling funtion, i.e., L : S ! 2P . Bi, for all i 2 Ag is theagent belief aessibility relation over states, i.e., Bi � S � S, where eah Bi istransitive (8s; s0; s00 2 S : if (s; s0) 2 Bi and (s0; s00) 2 Bi then (s; s00) 2 Bi), serial(8s 2 S; 9s0 2 S s.t. (s; s0) 2 Bi), and eulidean (8s; s0; s00 2 S; if (s; s0) 2 Biand (s; s00) 2 Bi then (s0; s00) 2 Bi). Finally Gi, for all i 2 Ag is the agent goalaessibility relation over states, i.e., Gi � S � S, where eah Gi is serial.



5In Fig. 2 the semantis of the language is de�ned as the satisfation relation j=between the states of a model and BGn formulas by indution on the struture offormulas. We note here that Bi satis�es the axioms of the modal logiKD45 and(M; s) j= true for any state s.(M; s) j= p i� p 2 L(s) (where p 2 P).(M; s) j= :F i� (M; s) 6j= F(M; s) j= F ^H i� (M; s) j= F and (M; s) j= H(M; s) j= F _H i� (M; s) j= F or (M; s) j= H(M; s) j= OiF i� 8t 2 S, if (s; t) 2 Oi then (M; t) j= FFig. 2. Semantis of BGn.Gi satis�es the axioms of the modal logiKD. These axioms for O 2 fB;Gg are:K: ` Oi(F ) H)) (OiF ) OiH) 4: ` BiF ) BiBiFD: ` OiF ) :Oi:F 5: ` :BiF ) Bi:BiF4 A Normal Form for Formulas of BGnWe �rst transform formulas of BGn to a normal form alled NFBG. For thispurpose we introdue a symbol start suh that (M; s0) j= start for any initialstate s0. Formulas in NFBG are of the general formVi vi : Ciwhere vi 2 V is a view and Ci is a lause. Clauses are of the following form:start ) Wra=1 la (an initial lause) , true) Wra=1mBia (a Bi lause)true) Wra=1 la (a literal lause) , true) Wra=1mGia (a Gi lause)Here la are literals, mBia are either literals or simple modal literals involving theBi modality, and mGia are either literals or simple modal literals involving theGi modality. For onveniene the onjuntion is dropped and we onsider justthe set of lauses of the form vi : Ci.4.1 Translation to Normal FormBefore the translation to normal form we replae formulas of the form BiBiFand Bi:BiF by BiF and :BiF respetively. The translation to normal formrequires a number of propositional variables x; y; : : : proportional to the numberof modal operators and propositional onnetives in the formula. In this setionwe de�ne the proess of translation of arbitrary BGn formulas to the set oflauses in normal form. Consider a formula F of BGn. The translation will bedone in two steps by applying transformations �0 and �1 as desribed below (fis a new propositional variable).�0[F ℄ �! ( � : start) f ) ^ �1[ � : f ) F ℄: (1)



6� denotes the initial view in the tree of lauses. Next, we de�ne �1 as follows,assuming x is a proposition. If the main operator on the right side of the impli-ation is either ^ or : we remove it as follows.�1[v : x) (F ^H)℄ �! �1[v : x) F ℄ ^ �1[v : x) H ℄�1[v : x) :(F ^H)℄ �! �1[v : x) (:F _ :H)℄�1[v : x) :(F _H)℄ �! �1[v : x) :F ℄ ^ �1[v : x) :H ℄�1[v : x) ::F ℄ �! �1[v : x) F ℄:Complex sub-formulas that appear within the sope of any modal operator, aretransformed as follows (where y is a new proposition, Oi 2 fBi; Gig, and F isnot a literal).�1[v : x) OiF ℄ �! �1[v : x) Oiy℄ ^ �1[vOi : y ) F ℄�1[v : x) :OiF ℄ �! �1[v : x) :Oi:y℄ ^ �1[vOi : y ) :F ℄Next, we use renaming on formulas whose right hand side has disjuntion as itsmain operator but may not be in the orret form (y is a new proposition andD is a disjuntion of formulas whih are not neessarily in the normal form).�1[v : x) D _ F ℄ �! �1[v : x) D _ y℄ ^ �1[v : y ) F ℄where F is neither a literal nor a simple modal literal, nor a disjuntion ofliterals and simple modal literals. (For example F ould be a onjuntion offormulas)�1[v : x) D _OiF ℄ �! �1[v : x) D _ y℄ ^ �1[v : y ) OiF ℄,where D ontains a disjunt of the form O0j or :O0j and O 6= O0 or i 6= j.�1[v : x) D _ :OiF ℄ �! �1[v : x) D _ y℄ ^ �1[v : y ) :OiF ℄,where D ontains a disjunt of the form O0j or :O0j and O 6= O0 or i 6= j.�1[v : x) D _OiF ℄ �! �1[v : x) D _ Oiy℄ ^ �1[vOi : y ) F ℄,where F is not a literal and D ontains only the modality Oi.�1[v : x) D _ :OiF ℄ �! �1[v : x) D _ :Oi:y℄ ^ �1[vOi : y ) :F ℄,where F is not a literal and D ontains only the modality Oi.Aording to the de�nition of NFBG, eah modal lause may ontain sim-ple modal literals involving only one modal operator. Thus lause true )B1x_y_:B1z is allowed, but true) B1x_y_B2z and true) B1x_y_G1zare not allowed, as they ontain more than one modality. The above transforma-tions will make sure that eah modal lause ontains only one modal operatoron the right hand side. Finally we transform the formulas whose right handside is a disjuntion of literals or simple modal literals of the same type: (Dis a disjuntion of literals and simple modal literals only involving one modaloperator.) �1[v : x) D℄ �! v : true) :x _DAfter the above transformations we will have a set of lauses in NFBG normalform. Figure 3 shows the di�erent steps in the transformation of the formulaF = Bi(p _ :Bj(q _ :t)) into normal form.Proposition 1. �0 transforms every ' 2 WFFBG into normal form in O(m+p)steps with an extra O(m+p) new propositional variables, where m is the numberof modal operators and p is the number of propositional onnetives.



7�1[� : f ) Bix1℄ ^ �1[Bi : x1 ) p _ :Bj(q _ :t))℄� : true) :f _Bix1�0[Bi(p _ :Bj(q _ :t))℄ = (� : start) f) ^ �1[� : f ) Bi(p _ :Bj(q _ :t))℄�1[Bi : x1 ) p _ :Bj:x2℄ ^ �1[BiBj : x2 ) :(q _ :t)℄Bi : true) :x1 _ p _ :Bj:x2 �1[BiBj : x2 ) :q ^ t℄�1[BiBj : x2 ) :q℄ ^ �1[BiBj : x2 ) t℄BiBj : true ) :x2 _ :q BiBj : true) :x2 _ tFig. 3. Transformation of F = Bi(p _ :Bj(q _ :t)) into normal form5 Resolution for NFBG Normal Form FormulasIn this setion we de�ne the resolution rules for inferring a formula from theinformation store. Assuming F and H are disjuntions of literals, the initialrules are:[IRES1℄ � : true) (F _ l)� : start) (H _ :l)� : start) (F _H) [IRES2℄ � : start) (F _ l)� : start) (H _ :l)� : start) (F _H)Next we de�ne modal resolution rules whih are used to resolve two simple modalliterals in the same view (MRES1, MRES2), or to resolve two lauses in adjaentviews (MRES3, MRES4).[MRES1℄ v : true) D _mv : true) D0 _ :mv : true) D _D0 [MRES3℄ v : true) D _ :OilvOi : true) D0 _ lv : true) D _modOi(D0)[MRES2℄ v : true) D _ Oilv : true) D0 _ Oi:lv : true) D _D0 [MRES4℄ v : true) D _ OilvOi : true) D0 _ :lv : true) D _modOi(D0)where modOi(D0) is de�ned below. In MRES1 and MRES2, D and D0 have thesame kind of modal operators, i.e. if D has a simple modal literal Oil then allother simple modal literals of D and all simple modal literals of D0 must involveOi only. In MRES3 and MRES4 if D has belief modality operator, say Bi, thenD0 must not have any simple modal literals involving Oj suh that Oj 6= Bi, i.e.all the simple modal literals of D and D0 must have Bi only, otherwise we mayobtain a resolvent ontaining a modal literal whih has a nesting of two modaloperators like BiOj l0 whih is not in the normal form. In this ase, if D0 hasa simple modal literal Oj l0 (Oj 6= Bi), it must be resolved with another lausealready. In MRES3 and MRES4 if Oi = Gi, then D0 must be a disjuntion ofliterals only, to avoid the problem of nested modal operators.



8De�nition 3. The funtion modOi(D), is de�ned on the disjuntion of literalsor simple modal literals as follows: (Oi 2 fBi; Gig)modOi(l) = :Oi:l , modBi(Bil) = BilmodOi(F _H) = modOi(F ) _modOi(H) , modBi(:Bil) = :BilNote that modBi(Oj l) where Oj 6= Bi and modGi(Oj l) are not de�ned, as theseases will not our in the resolution proess. Let us justify MRES3, assumingOi = Bi; the same argument holds for Gi. The �rst lause v : true) D _ :Bilis from view v, and the seond lause vBi : true ) D0 _ l is from view vBi. Inresolution rule MRES3, the seond lause an be written as vBi : :D0 ) l andafter distributing Bi it will be v : Bi(:D0 ) l), whih implies v : Bi:D0 ) Bil.As D0 is a disjuntion of simple modal literals involving only Bi, i.e., D0 = m1 _:::_mk then :D0 = :m1^:::^:mk , and so Bi:D0 = Bi:m1^:::^Bi:mk. Finallywe obtain the lause v : true) :Bi:m1_:::_:Bi:mk_Bil. Now we an resolvetwo lauses v : true ) D _ :Bil and v : true ) :Bi:m1 _ ::::Bi:mk _ Bil,whih will yield a new lause v : true ) D _ :Bi:m1 _ ::::Bi:mk. If miis a simple modal literal then aording to a theorem of the logi KD45 [6℄whih says :Bi:Bi:F , Bi:F , we an remove :Bi: from the simple modalliterals and if mi = l0 it will remain in the form :Bi:l0. In the ase of goals,D0 is just a disjuntion of literals, that is beause we don't have the equivalene:Gi:Gi:F , Gi:F in the logi KD.Example. Suppose agent i has the belief base: Bi(:p _ Bjq), BiBj:q. Thequestion is, whether Bi:p is implied by the belief base. We add :Bi:p to thebelief base and hek if the resolution proess results in the lause � : start )false (see Fig. 4).
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Fig. 4. Clausal form and resolution proess of belief base of the example.



96 Soundness and CompletenessWe will prove that the transformation into NFBG preserves satis�ability. As-sume M = hS;L; S0; B1; : : : ; Bn; G1; : : : ; Gni is a Kripke struture. We say s0 isaessible from s via relation Oi if (s; s0) 2 Oi. Moreover if s00 is aessible froms0 via v0 and s0 is aessible from s via v, then s00 is aessible from s via vv0where vv0 is onatenation of v and v0. If state s is aessible from an initial states0 via v, we say s is at level v of the Kripke struture M . We say M; s j= v : Fi� for any state s0 aessible from s via v, M; s0 j= F . The following propositionshows that the transformation �0 preserves satis�ability and unsatis�ability.Proposition 2. Assume M is a Kripke struture and s0 is an initial state,1. (M; s0) j= �1[v : x) F ℄ implies (M; s0) j= (v : x) F ).2. (M; s0) j= �0[F ℄ implies (M; s0) j= F .3. If there is a model M , suh that (M; s0) j= � : x ) F , then there is a modelM 0 s.t. (M 0; s00) j= �1[� : x) F ℄.4. For any model M of F , there exists a model M0 of �0[F ℄.From the above proposition we have:Theorem 1. A BGn formula A is satis�able if and only if �0[A℄ is satis�able.Theorem 2 (Soundness). Let T be a set of NFBG lauses. Let the lauseset R be obtained from T by applying one of the resolution rules. Then T issatis�able if and only if R is satis�able.Sketh of the proof. We prove the above theorem by onsidering any rule andassuming its premises are satis�able, then we prove its onlusion (or resolvent)is also satis�able. For reverse diretion, if T is unsatis�able then after addingthe new lause to obtain R, still R is unsatis�able. utTheorem 3 (Termination). The resolution proess (repeated appliations ofthe rules in setion 5) in a set of NFBG lauses always terminates.Sketh of the proof. As the resolution rules don't reate new views, so the reso-lution proess terminates after some steps, beause there are a �nite number ofpropositions, views and modal operators. utThe ompleteness proof is based on the onstrution of a behavior graph [7, 6℄.We onstrut a graph ofNFBG lauses whih has belief and goal relations for anyagent i. We will show that the set of resolution rules presented here is omplete,and there is a refutation by resolution if the set of lauses is unsatis�able. Notethat we use the word 'view' when we refer to a subset of lauses (we say lausesof view v) and we use the word 'level' when we refer to some subset of states inthe graph (we say states of level v).De�nition 4. The depth of a modal literal F is the number of modal operatorsapplied to a literal. Depth of literal l or its negation :l is 0. Depth of OiF or:OiF is 1 + depth(F ).



10De�nition 5. Given a set of NFBG lauses, the view v = Oi1 : : : Oik is alled adeepest view if there are lauses in view v, but no lause in view vOik+1 for anyO 2 fB;Gg and i1; : : : ; ik+1 2 Ag.It is possible to have more than one deepest view in a set of lauses.De�nition 6. Let C = v : true ) � be a NFBG lause, we de�ne lset(C) =fl;:l j l is an atomi proposition in �g and mset(C) = fm;:m j m is a simplemodal literal in �g. If v is a view and C1; : : : ; Cn are all of the lauses of the formv : true ) � then we de�ne l(v) = fC1; : : : ; Cng whih is the set of lausesontained in view v. Moreover we de�ne lset(v) = lset(C1) [ � � � [ lset(Cn) andmset(v) = mset(C1) [ � � � [mset(Cn).For example if C1 � Bj : true) :x_Bip_q and C2 � Bj : true) y_Bkt_pthen lset(C1) = fx; p; q;:x;:p;:qg and mset(C) = fBip;:Bipg. If view Bjontains only lauses C1 and C2, then lset(Bj) = fx; p; q; y; t;:x;:p;:q;:y;:tg,and mset(Bj) = fBip;Bkt;:Bip;:Bktg.Graph onstrution Assume as before Ag = f1; :::; ng is a set of agents and Tis a set of lauses. For any set S = ff1; : : : ; fng of modal literals (f. Def. 1), i 2Ag and O 2 fB;GgAppliation of Oi to S is represented as Oi:S and de�ned asOi:S = fOif1; : : : ; Oifng. We start with the lauses in the deepest views. Assumev = O1 : : : Ok is a deepest view. Let �k = lset(v) [ mset(v). We take �k�1 =lset(O1 : : : Ok�1) [mset(O1 : : : Ok�1) [ Ok:�k [ f:f j f 2 Ok:�kg. Now we willdo the same proess for obtaining elements of �k�2 (�k�2 = lset(O1 : : : Ok�2) [mset(O1 : : : Ok�2) [ Ok�1:�k�1 [ f:f j f 2 Ok�1:�k�1g). We repeat the sameproess till we get the set �0. We de�ne �v = �0 [ � � � [�k.3 Now onsider allother deepest views v0 and do the same for v0 to obtain other sets �v0 . Finallywe de�ne � = Sv�v where v is a deepest view.De�nition 7. Let F and H be modal literals. We de�ne the relation F) Has: F ) F , OiF ) OiH i� F ) H , OiF ) :Oi:H i� F ) H .Moreover a pair of formulas is omplementary if they are of one of the followingforms (assume F ) H): F and :F , OiF and :OiH , OiF and Oi:H .For example Bip and Bi:p, GiGjp and Gi:Gjp , BiGjBkp and :Bi:Gj:Bkpare all omplementary pairs.Graph G = (S;B1; :::Bn; G1; :::; Gn) is onstruted as follows. The set ofstates S is onstruted by onsidering all possible maximal subsets of � (whihis de�ned earlier as Sv�v) whih are onsistent. Æ is a maximal onsistentsubset of � if we an not add any more element from � to Æ, otherwise it willbe inonsistent. Æ is onsistent if it doesn't have a omplementary pair.De�nition 8. For eah maximal onsistent subset Æ of �, we will have a orre-sponding state s 2 S and will say Æ is the label of s, and we write label (s) = Æ.3 Note that �v has modal literals of depth at most k + 1.



11Let us onsider a simple example. Consider only one lause Bj : true) p. Then� inludes fp;:p;Bjp;Bj:p;:Bjp;:Bj:pg and it has six maximal subsets:S = f fp;Bjp;:Bj:pg; fp;Bj:p;:Bjpg; fp;:Bjp;:Bj:pg;f:p;Bjp;:Bj:pg; f:p;Bj:p;:Bjpg; f:p;:Bjp;:Bj:pg g(Note that there are exatly some lauses in the view � but we haven't onsideredthem in this example.) So far we have onsidered all the possible states of aKripke struture. We must hek whih states satisfy the lauses in di�erentviews. Let C = vOi : true ) F be a lause, where F = f1 _ � � � _ fn and eahfi is a modal literal.1. We move all but one of the disjunts of F to the left of ) in lause C.Without loss of generality assume f1 remains in the right hand side. Thus:C = vOi : :f2 ^ � � � ^ :fn ) f1.2. We apply Oi to the lause and we obtain C = v : Oi(:f2 ^ � � � ^ :fn ) f1)3. Based on axiom K we have v : Oi(:f2 ^ � � � ^ :fn)) Oif14. This in turn implies v : Oi:f2 ^ � � � ^ Oi:fn ) Oif1.5. We again move formulas from left of ) to its right side,v : true) Oif1 _ :Oi:f2 _ � � � _ :Oi:fn.The lause of step 5 is alled a pushed lause (we have pushed Oi into lause)and it is a pushed lause in the view v. If Oi = Bi and fj = Bigj , with j 6=1, then from the equivalene :Bi:Bif , Bif of the logi KD45 we obtain:Bi:Bigj = Bigj = fj (so :Bi:fj = fj). But if fj = l is a literal, then it willremain :Bi:fj . Similarly for Bif1. The reader an see that if in step 1 we keepfj , j 6= 1, on the right side we obtain another pushed lause. In summary wehave the following de�nition.De�nition 9. Let C = vOi : true ) F be a lause of view vOi. We de�neC! = fv : true ) F 0g to be a set of lauses obtained after pushing Oi tolause C. F 0 is obtained from Oi and F using the above algorithm. If vOi is aview suh that S = l(vOi) = fC1; : : : ; Cng, then S! = C!1 [ � � � [ C!n is theset of pushed lauses (in the view v) after pushing Oi.For example suppose C = vOk : true ) l. Then C! = fv : true ) Oklg hasonly one element. If C = vOk : true) l1 _ l2. Then C! = fv : true) Okl1 _:Ok:l2, v : true) :Ok:l1 _Okl2g. Consider C = vBi : true) l1 _ l2 _ Bil3,then C! = fv : true) Bil1 _:Bi:l2 _Bil3, v : true) :Bi:l1 _Bil2 _Bil3g.Here v : true ) :Bi:l1 _ :Bi:l2 _ Bil3 is a pushed lause also, but we mayignore it as it is implied by the �rst and seond lauses. As a �nal examplesuppose C = vGi : true) l1 _ Bil2, then C! = fv : true) Gil1 _ :Gi:Bil2,v : true) :Gi:l1 _GiBil2g.De�nition 10. Let !n = O1 : : : On be a sequene of n modal operators (j!nj =n). Let v!n be a view with the set of lauses S = l(v!n) then S!n = S!(: : : (S!))where ! is applied n times, is a set of pushed lauses of the form v : true) �.This intuitively means all modal operators of !n onseutively are pushed to



12lauses of S. Generally if �v = fv! j v! is a view with a nonempty set oflausesg is a set of all nonempty views whih inlude subview v, then we de-�ne the entire set of pushed lauses of v as pl(v) = Sv!2�v l(v!)!j!j .Intuitively pl(v) ontains all pushed lauses whih are in view v.Now we go bak to the graph and �nd the states whih satisfy lauses of viewv for any v. We assign v to state s 2 S if label (s) j= l(v) ^ pl(v), i.e. s anbe in level v (it is aessible from one of the initial states via relation v) of thegraph if it satis�es the lauses and pushed lauses of v. If state s is assignedmore than one level (for example s is assigned v and v0) then we make one opyof s for eah ombination of these levels and we assign that ombination to thelabeling of the orresponding opy of s. For example suppose s is assigned v andv0, then we onsider four opies of s as: s1; s2; s3; s4, whih are assigned by fvg,fv0g, fv; v0g, and fg respetively. The reason for this will beome lear in theproof of theorem 4. For a sketh intuition behind this, assume s 2 S belongs tolevels v1 and v2. Assume there is a state t 2 S whih belongs to level v1Bi butis not a member of level v2Bi. As we will disuss below this means we an notmake a Bi transition from s to t as t is not in level v2Bi, although t is in levelv1Bi. For solving this problem we make various opies of s with di�erent levelsassigned to them. For example the opy of s whih is assigned only by v1 has atransition to t. Finally we de�ne level(v) to be the set of all states assigned v aslevel(v) = fs 2 S j s is assigned vg.De�nition 11. For any agent i and set of modal literals X , Oi set(X) =f F j OiF 2 Xg.Now the set S of states is ready. The initial states are fs 2 S j s 2 level (�) andlabel (s) j= fg where f is de�ned in the transformation proess. We will �nd theaessibility relations Bi and Gi for any agent i. In the behavior graph we showeah relation by edges between states labeled by the name of the relation. Weadd an edge from s to s0 labeled by Bi i� the three following onditions hold:a. If V = fv1; : : : ; vkg is the set of levels assigned to s, then V B = fv1Bi; : : : ,vkBig is the set of levels assigned to s0 s.t. if vBi is a view with an emptyset of lauses, then vBi is omitted from V B. Also vjBiBi = vjBi.b. label (s0) j= Bi set(label(s)) whih means if label (s) j= BiF then label(s0) j= Ffor any F .. BiF 2 label (s) i� BiF 2 label (s0) and :BiF 2 label (s) i� :BiF 2 label(s0),whih means s and s0 have the same set of beliefs involving Bi. This ruleguarantees Bi to be eulidean and transitive.To �nd Gi relations for state s we will �nd all states s0 whih satisfy onlyonditions a. and b. replaing Bi with Gi. Now we will delete those states whihan not be a state in any model. If v is a view with a nonempty set of lauses,but level(v) is empty, i.e. :9s 2 S : label(s) j= l(v) ^ pl(v), then the set oflauses does not have any model. In this ase we will delete all the states ofgraph, and we say graph is empty. Otherwise for any v with a nonempty set oflauses, level(v) 6= ;. Now the graph is onstruted. We an show the relationsBi are serial, transitive, and eulidean and the relations Gi are serial.



13Proposition 3. 1. The relations Gi in the behavior graph are serial.2. The relations Bi in the behavior graph are serial, transitive and eulidean.We ould also prove the following lemma to ensure onsisteny between adjaentlevels.Lemma 1. Let T be a set of NFBG lauses, and G be the behavior graphonstruted by the above proess. For any node s of the graph, if :Oif 2 label(s)then there is a node s0, s.t. (s; s0) 2 Oi and :f 2 label (s0).The Above lemma and proposition show that the onstruted graph is a Kripkestruture for the set of lauses. But there is a point whih must be learedhere. In the onstrution proess of the graph, for eah state of the graph inlevel v, we heked if it satis�es lauses of view v (l(v)) and pushed lausesof view v (pl (v)). The following lemma shows it is not possible that the set oforiginal normal form lauses to be satis�able while the set of lauses obtainedafter pushing the modalities is unsatis�able.Lemma 2. Let T be a set of lauses inluding a lause C in view vOi. LetR = T [C! be the set of lauses of T and the pushed lauses obtained from C.T is satis�able if and only if R is satis�able.This lemma shows that pushing modalities into lauses preserves satis�ability.Finally we an prove that, for an unsatis�able set of lauses, the onstrutedgraph is empty, and thus there is no model.Theorem 4. The set of lauses T is unsatis�able i� its behavior graph G isempty.Now we an prove the ompleteness of the method. The resolution rules areomplete if they an detet the emptiness of the graph. The graph is empty ifsome level v (with nonempty set of lauses in view v) is empty. A level v is emptyif the lauses and pushed lauses of view v imply false. In the following we willprove that our resolution alulus is omplete.Before proving the next theorem we will de�ne two new resolution rules andlater we will prove that they an be eliminated. Assume F and H are modalliterals then resolution rules MRESC1 and MRESC2 are de�ned as:[MRESC1℄ v : true) D _ OiFv : true) D0 _OiHv : true) D _D0 [MRESC2℄ v : true) D _ OiFv : true) D0 _ :OiHv : true) D _D0where in MRESC1, F and H are omplementary, and in MRESC2, F ) HTheorem 5 (Completeness). Let T be a set of lauses and their pushedlauses. Then T is unsatis�able i� there is a refutation by resolution rules IRES1,IRES2, MRES1, MRES2, MRESC1 and MRESC2.Next we will prove that rules MRESC1 and MRESC2 are not neessary.



14De�nition 12. If F , F1 and F2 are modal literals and Oi 2 fBi; Gig then Revis de�ned as:1. Rev(:OiF ) = :F 2. Rev(OiF ) = F 3. Rev(Bil) = Bil4. Rev(:Bil) = :Bil 5. Rev(F1 _ F2) = Rev(F1) _ Rev(F2).Relation Rev(F ) is the reverse of pushing modal operators (C!) into lauses.Any pushed lause P in view v has a orresponding original lause C in viewv! s.t. P is obtained by pushing modalities of ! into C. Relation Rev takesP and omputes C. Note that for modal literals Bil and :Bil there might betwo reverses (depending on the other disjunt). For example, if we have lausev : BiBjp_:Biq then its reverse an be either vBi : Bjp_:Biq or vBi : Bjp_:q,but the �rst one is not possible as it has two di�erent modal operators and seondone is the orret reverse. Using the relation Rev, we an prove the followinglemma whih ompletes the proof of ompleteness.Lemma 3. If two lauses of view v an be resolved with resolution rules MRESC1and MRESC2, then their orresponding original lauses an be resolved with res-olution rules MRES1, MRES2, MRES3 and MRES4.7 Conlusion and Future WorkIn this paper we have de�ned a framework for belief and goal bases and a reso-lution based proof method for reasoning about them. We have also proved thesoundness, termination and ompleteness of the method.There do exist tableau based methods for various modal logis in the litera-ture (notably [12, 17, 3℄). For ertain modal logis suh as S4, S5 and T resolutionmethods exist [8℄. Our method losely follows that of [6, 7℄. However we have ad-vaned their work to inlude an additional KD modality while dropping thetemporal operators.Our motivation however is not just to provide a proof system but instead totakle the problem of revision of an information store organized hierarhially.The main feature of our method is the \loality" property enjoyed by our rules.We have shown that it is neessary to onsider omplementary pairs of lausesonly at the same or between adjaent levels. This we believe onsiderably sim-pli�es the tasks of belief and goal revision in order to keep the information storeonsistent on fresh inputs. Seondly, it is no longer neessary to translate theformulas into lassial logi as is reommended by some authors [18, 22, 19, 9℄.However, even though we have ombined the logis of KD45 and KD, we havenot de�ned any interations between them as it gets ompliated to manageusing resolution rules. This is a subjet of future researh.The idea of hierarhial struture for information store is taken (in somesense) from Benereetti et.al. [2℄. More details of hierarhial strutures and theproposed logi an be found in [11, 10℄.Aknowledgment We thank the anonymous referees for some very insightfulomments.
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